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that in to be reach to succeeding generations, aph must be unusu- helping to define their heritage. In 
of the latest fact, the discovery of our dturaI 
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- 
Salt ,, ..,,.~g recGY;ion, 1975. 

Halloween. Garland, Utah, 1974. 

events. Schools, factories, families 
- things we recognize as having 
heard Grandpa talk about - were 
suddenly concrete images, all very 
similar to the few in our family 
album in the attic. Our personal re- 
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sponse to his work was that we 
wanted our great-grandchildren to 
be able to understand our life-style 
from a similar visual perspective. A 
second event added depth to our re- 
solve. We heard and admired Mar- 
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and Beet Days, softball game. Garland, Utah, 1974. 

ne as he gave personal ex- Black and white images can be ar- 
on to this cultural heritage in chivally processed to last one 

- music. Not only has hundred to two hundred years or 
a unique culture into longer. * 
he also seems to have 

e an art form an intimate part of 'Photopphy is still a young art, and the 
to convey as h i t s  to photographic preservation have not 

yet been found. For more information on ar- and chival processing see White, Zakia, and 
s." Lorenz , The Nao Z a e  Sy&m Manual (N.Y.: 

Morgan and Morgan, In;., 1976), pp. 136-37; pho-phing began in Gar- and Arnold Gassan, The Ifandbookfbr Confew- , a d Mormon town where pmry Photography (Athens, Ohio: The Hand- 
as a life-style is easily book Co., 197l), pp. 78-81. 

readily photographed, but 
discovered that Mormon 

ture makes a cohesive island in 
as well. Thus, the portfolio 

le in order to be important in the 
we, Therefore, black and white is 
M n  over color images for the 

bus reason that color processing u wganic dyes which deteriorate 
gay. Even with good care, color 
1 last only twenty to tlurty years. 




